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In the tradition of Alan Flusser's CLOTHES AND THE PERSON, a thorough, lavishly illustrated
lead that displays everything a man needs to know to outfit with timeless style and distiction.
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Very descriptive! Very Detailed The book went into great detail about all different kinds of
formal wear, and includes the facts about every kind of fabric and every kind of weave that
fabric could be made in (although it doesn't seem to cover blended materials)the book even
covers topics such as for example closet setup. Great illustrations and explanations on almost
every fabric for suits. Details and examples of suit styles; I definitely juxtapose with the
additional book I own "Information - Mens Design Manual," which is heavily subjective. Other
enlightenments are normal defects in jackets, accessorizing, clothing care, etc. A good guide on
closet set up. nice pictures.. Needless to say, the style tips here are entirely of the classical type
that remain properly current despite the fact that this was published as long ago as 1990.The
primary question for some readers would be whether to choose this or for 'Dressing the Man' by
Allan Flusser. Fortunately, what you find here's properly complementary to Flusser, who
admittedly gets the advantage of starting from simpler fundamentals and explaining these well
to the beginner. While I've no purpose on buying knickerbockers, I do appreciate this book's
historical value.. a very odd book That is an odd book, and I couldn't quite seem sensible of it
when I got it.. Arguably, the most encyclopaedic and balanced overview of all of the basics can
be found in Bernhard Roetzel's reserve 'Gentleman'. Although the book is dated, the information
is still relevant It's a good welcomed addition to my menswear library. Nevertheless, more
advanced readers who are aware of these additional authors will definitely want to add this
book to their collection.. Although the book is dated, the information is still relevant. Has very
good information. ' An excellent reference. I am pleased I bought it, but if I had simply been
trying to find how to actually construct a wearable wardrobe, I would regard it as a wasted
purchase... A total novice may find the comprehensive overview of different fit/blazer fabric
types in this publication to be a bit overwhelming, but also for the reader who offers grasped the
basics this is actually the perfect book to help further his understanding and taste. I believe
most of the subject material here should remain 'traditional. Fantastic! cuts, fit, function, body
types and how exactly to measure. Very well illustrated. Purchased as a gift for a guy who will
take dressing very seriously. He loves this reserve. Has very good information.It must be kept in
mind that this book concentrates exclusively on suits and blazers. It does not actually contain
applicable advice just like a..'s books, although it contains occasional detail not within other
places (like the descriptions of varied textiles).useful It was okay. I definitely juxtapose with the
additional book .' A great reference. perfectly written. I've got to get a second-hand edition
because it was a continuous reference for me, especially when I tried ironing my shirts and
pants but ended up ironing my hands.That is truly a classic book even though its
recommendations may not be exactly in line with modern American men's fashion, it will not
disappoint in the long run. Worthy of all the 4 and 5 star reviews given. Whoever might have
been left suspicious that Flusser could be keeping the finer points about suit styles a well
guarded professional secret may possibly find this reserve the logical next thing to proceed on
and further his knowledge and flavor.F.the only drawback it seems is that it generally does not
cover any other thing more casual when compared to a blazer and odd trousers, and no mention
on shirts, shoes, or accessories. Pretty good. The book is as described, Used, Great, and I paid a
good price for the problem the publication was in... It is remarkably well illustrated and is the sort
of book that can help make or break you as far as your presentability goes. It overemphasizes
certain designs, and in general it leaves the impression of being eccentric and a little dated...
Allan Flusser's `Dressing the Man' is greater with regards to showing the reader how to
coordinate the match with tie, shirt also to some extent shoes - though even then Flusser
emphasis is still on the suit.the illustrations were a bit dated, but the information was helpful.



Four Stars Excellent Starter book nice pictures. Owned this book because it was first published
but lost this in moving, which actually stinks! AN IDEAL Book for the More Advanced Reader
This is an extremely recommendable book that might be of greatest benefit for the more
advanced reader with an interest in searching elegant in a suit.. noe regret purchasing it at all
Three Stars A whole lot of irrelevant fine detail and a bit dated
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